
SIERRA NEVADA
OTRA
VEZ

BUTCH CASSIDY
AND THE

SUNDANCE KID
+

This thirst-quenching gose is remarkably light and palatable.  
Brewed with prickly pear cactus, the tangy flavor is nostalgic 
and distinct.  Like Butch and Sundance’s bank games, you’ll 
always want just one more.

Sip every time the gang hits a bank or there’s a shootout.

4.5% 1969

Sit back and sip!

This handy guide will help you figure out not only what to 
watch tonight, but what to drink with it.  Pick out a movie, 
pick up a sixer, and get some food, because you’ll probably 
be getting drunk.  

YARDS
LOVE STOUT

WHEN HARRY
MET SALLY+

This balanced coffee chocolate stout is available (and 
recommended) on nitro.  It is rich and creamy, and gets along 
with everyone, unlike Harry.  Smooth throughout, with a 
slight bite at the end, this brew is the exact opposite of Harry 
and Sally’s relationship.  But opposites attract, right?
Sip every time Harry and Sally argue. 

5.5% 1989

+

ROGUE
DEAD GUY
ALE

WEEKEND
AT

BERNIE’S
+

This Maibock-style ale is delectable and flavorful.  It pairs 
perfectly with dinner and a movie, especially when the movie 
is about, well, a rogue dead guy.  The 6.5 is sure to make you 
feel like Bernie in the morning, if you’re not careful.
Sip every time someone touches a dead body.

6.5% 1989

WISEACRE
GOTTA GET UP
TO GET DOWN

SATURDAY
NIGHT
FEVER

+

This coffee milk stout is the ideal start to a night of boogie.  
A delicious and lush brew, it’s like a roasty, columbian bean 
vodka redbull, chock full of smooth and nuanced flavor and 
crafted to get you on the dancefloor.

Sip every time you see a disco ball or should be dancing (yeah).

5% 1977

+

+

TRÖEGS 
DREAMWEAVER 
WHEAT

A
NIGHTMARE ON ELM 

STREET
+

This refreshing pils is just right to sip while you’re scared 
shitless.  Unfiltered and cloudy, this downright tasty brew is 
a dream come true, pairing perfectly with nightmares.
Sip every time someone falls asleep or dies.

4.8% 1984


